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About This Game

In the distant future, the X universe faces a period of profound and irrevocable change. While the universe stumbles towards an
uncertain future, countless adventures await as new enemies rise in search of power. Enter a young adventurer and his unlikely
female ally traveling in an old, battered ship with a glorious past - two people alone against the galaxy, playing a key part in the

events to come. The fate of the universe rests in the hands of the player...

X Rebirth represents a spectacular new beginning for the X series, offering loyal fans and newcomers alike a vast, vivid and
extremely detailed universe to explore throughout the game. Varied gameplay elements such as action-packed space combat,
detailed trading mechanics and high-speed space exploration with fast travel allow players to experience a truly unique space

saga that will keep them hooked for dozens of hours. X Rebirth features a whole new user experience - it is easier than ever to
start with, and remains as deep as fans expect it.

FEATURES

TRADE! A fully simulated economy that means your actions really do matter. Travel the space highways to find profit in
gigantic space cities, swarming with ships and drones.

++ Every ship you see has a task. Stop a freighter from reaching its destination and its cargo will be stopped too, causing prices
to rise. ++

FIGHT! From small scale skirmishes to epic fleet encounters, battles in the X Universe know no limits. Choose to fight for the
military, work for the police or be a lawless pirate, or if you prefer just fight when you need to defend yourself - it's up to you.
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++ Take the action right into massive structures. Target turrets and shield generators to weaken your enemy, damage engines
and jump drives to prevent their ships from escaping, or stop their factories producing to cripple their economy. ++

BUILD! Create your own empire! From trading stations to large factories, farms to hightech military complexes, everything can
belong to you. Build for trade and profit or to strengthen your military presence and dominate your enemies.

++ Extend and upgrade your stations to make them operate more efficiently, with every element visible in glorious animated
detail. Harvest your own resources to keep your empire running smoothly. ++

THINK! A rich, detailed history and a deep complex plot await you, but you are free to decide when and where to take part.
Explore the universe at your own pace - choose your own path and create your own destiny.

++ Get up-close and personal with aliens and humans alike. Land on stations, meet people, then accept missions from them or
hire them as crew members for your ships. ++

TRADE, FIGHT, BUILD, THINK... in the X Universe - the biggest sandbox this side of the galaxy.
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Title: X Rebirth
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Egosoft
Publisher:
Egosoft
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit), Vista SP2 (64-bit), XP SP3 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i-Series at 2GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT400 series with 512MB RAM or better, ATI 4870HD with 512MB RAM or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card

English,German,Italian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Korean
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This game is basiclly a virus that breaks your VR setup.

Crashes on start HMD turns totally off.
Upon reboot, my floor hight was over my head. Now it is just a grey room and none of my buttons work. I will have to reinstall
steamVR and run my rom setup all over again. Thanks alot,.

Finally got this gabage to work. The graphics are muddy, blurry and total trash. The Voice in the game speaks HORRIBLE
english. Sounds like a french guy with a mouth full of rocks. The floor hight is all the way to my neck and cant be adjusted with
OpenVR. The in game stterings to adjust hight do not work. Teleport only, you can't walk around like a normal human. You
can't even get close to the plants that it forces you to interact with, thus making the game come to a full stop before you even
play it.

0/10. Don't waste your money on this wannabe VR Minecraft ripoff.

Vive, Titan V gpu, 64g ram, i7 core, water cooled. (That means the problem is the game, not my rig). Good, but flawed.

The main problem is that it needed the controls to be tightened up. The character tends to slide against things even when there's
room for them to walk normally, and the menu's can be hard to navigate because it won't register something, or it will think you
clicked on something you didn't. My other complaint is that at the end of the dialogue I would click to exit and the character
would shoot. The enemies also tend to be bullet sponges.

I was still having fun until I got caught in an insta-death loop. I kept loading right outside a door and the boss monster would kill
me in two hits. Also, you can't load the menu to quit from the death screen. So you have to reload, then QUICKLY open the
menu and quit out. Yeah, having that screen up didn't stop the monster from killing me when it did every other time.

I look back over all these complaints and it seems like a cut and dry case that this shouldn't be recommended. But at the end of
the day it's only a dollar and it is fun to play.. some of the screenshots look like they are beautifuly drawn but most of the
background szenes are simle photographs - ugh! The best story cannot make up for this!. This game is awsome if you love
snowmobiles ... which i do!!

Fabulous sound, great racing feeling with lots of stunts to do ... which I love! It's a solid game for the price.

All in all I think it might be the best snowmobile racing game ever! \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

. Very poor game. Yes, you can argue that the art is nice and the music is almost good, but everything needed to create a good
story is lacking in this game. The first play through you're almost interested, waiting for action or a proper climax, but you're let
down and the game ends. So you figure, okay, maybe I just made bad decsions being that there are 21 other endings. In less than
an hour I've unlocked six different endings and none of them are better than the last. The characters are poorly developed, a
connection between the player and the character aren't developed, scenes and dialogue are heavily repetitive, many times there
are little variation between endings, some choices lead you in a circle which is tedious, and every ending is abrupt and
unsatisfying. I highly warn against playing this game, even if it was free, it still wouldn't be worth it. I had high hopes from this
game and each and every time I was let down. The only reason I will continue to play it, is to simply complete the game because
I've already started.. I have had this simulator for around 2 years now. it started off great, then as more updates came along i
slowly found the performance getting worse and worse. i was using an outdated gaming laptop, but i was told i didn't a powerful
system to run the sim. i evenually gave up using it with the last update (2.0.1) and i was pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off with it.

i now have a brand new mid range gaming pc, and after downloading this new version on steam all i can say is WOW!

i have all the graphics maxed out and the heli looks great, flies great and there seems to be no major bugs. i find this sim very
realistic and as close to the real thing unlike other sims which i have used which are very robotic. you seem to get all the little
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twitches and wobbles a real heli has when pulling 3d manouvres which is great.

the models look great in the workshop area. i love the option to fully customise the heli with lots of real world components. i
think this gives beginners a chance to understand a helicopter more and could really help during setup and tweaking. all small
changes to the virtual flybarless system make changes to the flight characteristics.

all in all a very very good sim. the only problems i can see are

*small crashes do not affect the heli, it just bounces and carries on. its not a major problem bt it just niggles me a little
* backgrounds could be better, but i totally understand all the hard work has gone into the physics and model graphics, so again
this is no major problem and i hardly look at the backgrounds as im watching the model.

i would also like to mention how helpful the team behind this game are. i had a problem with my dongle in the past and had a
near instant response with a solution and the problem was fixed. also when trying to aquire the code for a steam download i was
pleasantly suprised by how quickly i had a response.

very happy bunny
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I got this game gifted to me, but I would definitely pay for it if I could.

Terrorhedron takes the tower defense formula and, figuratively and literally, BUILDS upon it. You can create massive arrays of
platforms to mount turrets, lasers and the like, even placing platforms on each other to enable a turret to reach unimaginable
areas that a "typical" tower defense game wouldn't allow. The game also has an added bonus of some catchy chiptune music.

I'd highly recommend this to anyone that loves the tower defense genre or even people that just want a game to lay back and
relax.. Looooove the multiplayer.
It is A-W-E-S-O-M-E :-)
I do look forward for new objective features especially for multiplayer.

Also I did not expect any freezes or similar issues ^_^. I just played Turba for 15 minutes, to get the Summer achievement that
was added to it.

Afterward when I got up from my chair, I stubbed my toe very hard, fell and bashed my arm on a bookcase as I tried to catch
my fall, scraped my leg rather painfully, and finally broke my fall by smashing my hand against the sharp corner of a wooden
box. My arm hurts, my leg hurts, my hand hurts, and my toe is bleeding a bit. I also seem to have punched myself in the stomach
or something on the way down, I'm not even sure on that, but it hurts there too.

Still, if I had no choice but to repeat one of those two experiences, I would not choose Turba.. If you don't buy this, you are
basically telling the world you hate puppies, butterflies, and rainbows.. Sounds painful but yeah
pros
easy to drift
damage physics
cons
incorrect resolution
no esc button
no freeroam
less car
fps drop 10
no lowest setting
no multiplayer
no custom Vehicle
no manual transmission
small world in every map
less grip
useless handbrake
no cockpit view
no replay button. Boring and abanded game :(. Great! I had a blast with me friends playing this game! It was a way too short,
only 40 minutes of scares. WE NEED MORE MULTIPLAYER HORROR GAMES! its such a small market but its great when
its pulled off properly. I am very happy to say this game pulled it off properly. I am very excited for future updates, cant wait
what the dev has planned.. I'm glad this exists.

More than a game, it's an art demo. Nothing fancy, just an experiment on what can be achieved through interactive media. The
"music" is gorgeous and the aesthetics are pleasing to the eyes.

Overall a great short experience. I can't really say if it's worth the full price. You should beat this game in under 3 hours. I enjoy
games that cut bulk and add a condensed experience.

SRBT has a Blendo Games aura to it.

Definitively keeping an eye on next releases by Fire Face Corporation (Owen Deery).. *******DO NOT BUY ABANDONED
BY DEV!!!!******
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I was excited for this game, it looked like it would be awesome in the end.... but instead Dev failed, changed the games name,
gave us a turd sandwich, and moved on to other projects... so new turds to come... i left my original review so you all could see
the contrast, of what might have been if the dev kept there work ethic to a standard of integrity.

******(original raview on first week of buying game)*******ok i have spent a few hours in here, no servers so its only single
player ATM, looks good, visualy stimulating good use of color and lighting, the modles seam, well ... lacking, animations basic,
skins no exsistant, games in pre pre pre pre alpha ??? there is basicly nothing to do, collect loot, manage the broken combat
system, respawn, save loot buy stuff, upgrading armor seams to do nothing, and all the wepons feel like they do well, the same
damage, seams like there is alot more to come, youre just paying to suport dev team... ehh im a fan of indie so good luck dev's ,
i hope loot finds you the goals you need to finish... lmao, my broken english , and bad review, only giving a thumbs up in suport,
and i like the art direction so far... cant wait to see more.... TL;DR: A fun little game with an interesting concept, but
unfortunately too short for its asking price. I'd vote neutral, neither thumbs up nor thumbs down!

Overall, I've finished the game blind in a bit under 2 hours (1.8 hours according to Steam). And I'd lie if I'd say I didn't think
about refunding it. But then again it's a small indie game and feels polished enough with a unique concept, and I'd basically
abuse the system, so… there you go. 12€ is clearly a bit steep asking here, mostly because there's pretty much no replay value
and unfortunately there are only two or three stages (amongst many others) that offer some minor "puzzle" mechanic.

Overall, most levels follow the same structure: Let everything drop into the hole, if something doesn't fit, find something bigger.
Later on there's a new extra mechanic, allowing you to blow certain objects back out of the hole, but that describes like 90% of
the game.

What's definitely missing for me would be some kind of Steam Workshop. That could be very neat and entertaining. Plus it
would add significant replay value, because right now there's none (except for doing achievements). How about allowing players
to build stages, then challenge others to beat the highscore time until everything is sucked in? Getting something like this to
work might be a bit tricky, but it would also be something unique as a physics puzzler.

If you're unsure, definitely wait for a sale. Got it at a bit over 9€ and… yeah, as I've said, it's okay, it's fun and entertaining, but
it's short and only really great the first time you play.
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